Checking the Asteroid Carol in My Chart
Today I’m watching a football game with my laptop on my lap. As a Gemini rising with
five planets in air signs, I need to keep my twin brain busy. I know years ago I played a
bit with the sand box of asteroids in the sky. According to NASA there are 1.1 to 1.9
million asteroids within the asteroid belt between Mars and Jupiter.

I decided to check the asteroid Carol (my wife) in my chart. I wanted to know how the
asteroid of my wife’s name fit in my chart. The asteroid Carol is at 21° of Leo on my IC,
conjunct my Mars in opposition to my Saturn, sextile my ascendant, sextile my Sun
and Jupiter, the ruler my seventh house. So ‘Carol’ is quite active in my chart and I
decided to look a little further.

We met on December 6, 1979
Transiting Carol was sextile my Jupiter, ruler my seventh house, and trine my Uranus.
Transiting Neptune trines natal Carol within one minute of orb.

In secondary progression converse Carol was exactly on my south node denoting
someone from the past. Secondary progressed converse Jupiter trines my natal Carol.
Minor converse Carol was sextile my Neptune. Solar arc converse Venus was conjunct
my natal Carol. In tertiary progression Jupiter trines my natal Carol. In tertiary
progression converse Uranus trines my natal Carol. In minor progression converse
Mars conjunct my natal Carol and Solar arc converse Venus conjuncts my natal Carol.
I
In my Millennium Star Trax astrology software I put in arc progressions that I called
‘day Naibod arc movement’ in which I keep advancing all the planets and the angles 59
minutes 8 seconds for every day from the day you were born. I do this in direct and
backward motion. I check these arcs every morning to my natal chart to see how my
day is going to be. It is very accurate. It tells me what I will have to deal with for that
day and shows indications in my chart of where to put energies for that day.
On December 6, 1979 in the ‘day arc movement’ the asteroid Carol was exactly
conjunct my natal ascendant. Wow! That was lots of connections with my honey Carol.

I married Carol on May 30, 1987.

On the day of our marriage transiting Carol was sextile my natal Mars. Transiting
Jupiter ruler of my seventh house trines natal Carol.

Secondary Progressed Mercury squares my natal Carol. Minor converse progression
Carol sextiles my natal Carol. In profection Carol sextiles my natal Mercury, ruler of my
ascendant. Solar arc converse Carol sextiles Jupiter, ruler of my seventh house.
In my ‘day arc movement’ the asteroid Carol in the seventh house sextiles my natal
Jupiter, ruler of the seventh house. I love those ‘day arc movements’. They tell you
exactly what’s going on in that day and what to expect.
I recall this time when I was lecturing at a conference in Cleveland. I was in my hotel
room fooling around with my computers looking at the asteroids. And that night the
asteroid Cleveland exactly on my IC while in Cleveland.
It’s fun to play in the sandbox even at my age of 83 years old. There are close to two
million pieces of sand in my asteroid sandbox. But don’t tell anybody that the old man
has been playing the sandbox.

